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ABSTRACT
The American composer, Sheila Silver (1946- ), is a Professor Emerita of Stony Brook
University, New York. Silver has written for a wide range of genres and her works continue to
be performed internationally by numerous orchestras and soloists. Despite her growing fame and
diverse output, there are no scholarly written materials about her compositions.
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the close connection between Sheila
Silver’s Six Preludes for Piano on Poems of Baudelaire and the six poems specifically chosen
from the collection of Les Fleurs de mal by Charles Baudelaire. Silver stated that her
compositional writing was strongly influenced by the poems, some through their form, and
others through narrative or atmosphere. This study demonstrates the ways in which Silver
adeptly evokes the poetry through her compositional writing in Six Preludes. Musical elements
such as form, rhythm, harmony, texture, and melody employed by Silver are examined and
analyzed to bring to light the profound relationships between the Six Preludes and the poetry of
Charles Baudelaire.
This document will provide a deeper understanding of Sheila Silver’s Six Preludes
including examples of practical approaches to performance for pianists who are interested in
studying and performing the work, and for those who wish to understand what these preludes
might contribute to Silver’s larger compositional output.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Biography of Sheila Silver
Sheila Silver, an American composer, was born in Seattle, Washington in 1946 and is a
Professor Emerita of Stony Brook University, New York, where she taught for thirty-nine years.
Her numerous honors include a Guggenheim Fellowship, an NEA Opera Development grant, and
an Opera America Discovery Grant for Female Composers. She has been the recipient of awards
and prizes from the MacDowell Colony, the Prix de Paris, and the Barlow Foundation. Ms.
Silver is a recipient of the American Academy of Institute of Arts and Letters Composer Award.
Ms. Silver's music is often described as having a vital intensity. The Chicago Tribune in a
recent review described her musical language as unique, ". . . one rich in sonority, lyrical
intensity and poetic feeling.” 1 The American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters has
described her music similarly: "Her music is vital, with a conviction that obliterates fashion and
speaks its own language.” 2
Ms. Silver’s musical education includes a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1968 where she studied composition under Edwin Dugger. Dugger was
a source of encouragement and inspiration for Silver when she began her composition studies
with him midway through her undergraduate degree. Following graduation, she was awarded the
prestigious George Ladd Prix de Paris from UC-Berkely for two years of study in Europe where
she worked with Erhard Karkoschka in Stuttgart and Gyorgy Ligeti in Berlin and Hamburg. She
earned her M.A. and Ph.D. from Brandeis University where she studied with Arthur Berger,

1

“Reviews,” Sheila Silver, accessed April 24, 2016, http://www.sheilasilver.com/reviews.

2

Ibid.
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Harold Shapero, and Seymour Shifrin.3 Ms. Silver also received an Abraham Sacher Traveling
Grant, which enabled her to spend 18 months in London and a Koussevitzky Fellowship for a
summer at the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood where she studied with Jacob Druckman.4
Ms. Silver’s compositions include operas, solo instrumental works, large orchestral
scores, chamber ensemble works, vocal and choral works, and feature films.5 Her lyric-comic
opera in three acts, The Thief of Love, was featured in New York City Opera’s Showcasing
American Composers in May 2000 and received its world premiere in March 2001 by the Stony
Brook Opera with David Lawton, conductor. Her compositions have been commissioned and
continue to be performed internationally by numerous orchestras and soloists including the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, the RAI Orchestra of Rome, the American Composers
Orchestra, the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, the Chicago String Ensemble, Richmond
Symphony, Illinois Symphony, Alexander Paley, Dawn Upshaw, Gilbert Kalish, Timothy Eddy,
the Muir Quartet, and the Guild Trio.
Besides the Six Preludes for Piano on the Poems of Charles Baudelaire, her piano
compositions include Nocturne (2015) and Fantasy Quasi Theme and Variation (1980), a work
inspired by the piano variations of Aaron Copland. She wrote one Piano Concerto (1996), which
was premiered in Carnegie Hall with Alexander Paley as soloist.
Ms. Silver is currently completing her opera, A Thousand Splendid Suns, which will be
premiered by the Seattle Opera, on main stage with full orchestra in February 2021. The
Cincinnati Opera will premiere the chamber ensemble version (14 instruments) in the summer of

“Works, ” Sheila Silver, accessed July 7, 2018,
https://web.archive.org/web/20111228155607/http://www.sheilasilver.com/works.
3

4

Ibid.

5

“Biography,” Sheila Silver, accessed April 24, 2016, http://www.sheilasilver.com/2212-2/.
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2021. Ms. Silver traveled to India to study Hindustani music under a guru to provide inspiration
for this opera, the story of which takes place in Afghanistan. Stretching beyond her Eastern
European Jewish roots, the experience opened new pathways for her compositional voice. She
remarked:
“Hindustani music and my experience in India gave me far more than I could have ever
imagined; it has definitely informed my music.”6
Another new work, a Concerto for French horn and Alphorn, with string orchestra, and
five Tibetan singing bowls will be premiered by the Philharmonia Northwest in October 2019.
Brief Biography of Charles Baudelaire
Charles-Pierre Baudelaire was born on April 9, 1821 in Paris, France and died at the age
of 46 on August 31, 1867. He was a celebrated French poet who had great admirers as well as
passionate opponents largely due to his views that were considered by many to be controversial
and often scandalous for his time. Baudelaire was an art critic and essayist, but during his
lifetime his initial fame came from pioneering translations of the macabre stories of Edgar Allan
Poe.7 Baudelaire also gained considerable fame with the publication of Les Fleurs du mal (The
Flowers of Evil) in 1857, a volume of 100 poems that remains his most well-known work.
Although, Baudelaire gained loyal followers through Les Fleurs du mal, he also attracted
attention from detractors, which led to the censorship of the edition and the subsequent

6

Sheila Silver, E-mail interview by Aran Kim, Tucson, Arizona, April 14, 2019.

“Charles Baudelaire,” Oxford Music Online, accessed June 6, 2016,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/02342?q=baudelair
e&search=quick&source=omo_gmo&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit.
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14
bankruptcy of his Parisian publisher.8 Arthur Symons’ description of Baudelaire and Les Fleurs
du mal offers insight regarding the poet and his most famous work:
Les Fleurs du mal is the most curious, subtle, fascinating, and extraordinary creation of
an entire world ever fashioned in modern ages. Baudelaire paints vice and degradation of
the utmost depth, with cynicism and with pity…. Baudelaire’s genius is satanical; he has
in a sense the vision of Satan. He sees in the past the lusts of the Borgias, the sins and
vices of the Renaissance; the rare virtues that flourish like flowers and weeds, in brothels
and in garrets.9
As a young child, Baudelaire’s life was complicated by the loss of his father at age six
and his mother’s remarriage, which he regarded as a disastrous event. He had a special affection
for his mother and viewed his step-father, General Aupick, as an intruder and enemy.10
Realizing that he was no longer his mother’s sole focus, young Baudelaire’s logic was both
comical and revelatory: “When one has a son like me…one doesn’t remarry.”11
Baudelaire’s difficulties continued: he was expelled from multiple schools, contacted a
sexual disease as a young student and struggled financially throughout his life. His complicated
lifestyle was summarized in the following statement by Sartre, whose psychoanalytical study of
Baudelaire’s life and poetry is well-known: “The perverse individual deliberately chose the most
banal and the most rigid of moral codes. The refined man of the world went with the lowest
harlots.”12

“Charles Baudelaire,” Oxford Music Online, accessed June 6, 2016,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/02342?q=baudelair
e&search=quick&source=omo_gmo&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit.
8

9

Charles Baudelaire Author(s): Arthur Symons Source: The Lotus Magazine, Vol. 9, No. 7 (Apr., 1918),
346. Stable URL: https://www.jstor.org/stable/20544046, accessed: 25-02-2019 18:49 UTC.
10

Charles Baudelaire, Selected Writings on Art and Literature, trans. with an introduction by P.E. Charvet
(London: Penguin Books, 1972).
11

Jean-Paul Sartre, Baudelaire, trans. by Martin Turnell (New York: New Direction Publ, 1950), 17.

12

Ibid., 15.
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Baudelaire began to suffer from nightmares and bad health, leading to several strokes that
resulted in his partial paralysis and eventual death in Paris.
Despite his unfortunate life circumstances, Baudelaire’s legacy influenced many creative
artists after his death, including writers such as Stephane Mallarmé, Paul Verlaine, and Arthur
Rimbaud.13 French composer, Claude Debussy, composed a song cycle for voice and piano, Cinq
poèmes de Charles Baudelaire. Debussy also cites Baudelaire in one of his preludes from
Prelude Book I: Prelude No. 4 Les sons et les parfums tournent dans l’air du soir.
The poems selected by Sheila Silver for the Six Preludes for Piano on Poems of
Baudelaire are drawn from the Les Fleur du mal collection and highlight the work of a poet
whose unusual and disastrous life could not help but be reflected in his writing.
Background Information on Six Preludes for Piano on Poems of Baudelaire
Silver wrote Six Preludes in 1991 while in residence at the Camargo Foundation in
Cassis, France. In the late 1960s as a student in Paris, she had read and enjoyed the poetry of
Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867). Many years later, when she was commissioned by the
Heckscher Museum, New York for the art exhibition titled “Baudelaire’s Voyage: The poet and
his painters”, she stated that she was thrilled for the opportunity to revisit his poetry.14
In interviews, Silver stated that not to consider the poetry behind the Six Preludes would
be a mistake, as her compositional writing was strongly influenced by specific poems, some in
form, some primarily in feeling. 15 Therefore, the poetry is integral to this study and to the
examination of musical elements employed by Silver to convey atmosphere or narrative.

13

“Charles Baudelaire,” Poets. Org., accessed March 1, 2019, https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poet/charles-

baudelaire.
14

Silver, E-mail interview by Aran Kim, Rochester Hills, Michigan, July 14, 2017.
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The intent of this study will be to demonstrate how Silver evokes the poetry of Charles
Baudelaire in this composition through her use of form, rhythm, harmony, texture, and
melody. The composer’s decision to add suggestive titles of her own in English with French
translation for each of the Six Preludes – except for Prelude No. 5 where she uses the exact title
from a Baudelaire poem – further points to the programmatic elements in the composition.
The sea at Cassis (La mer à Cassis) after the poem “La Musique”
The Pendulum Clock (La pendule) after the poem “Rêve parisien”
Descent into Hel (La descente vers l’enfers) after the poem “L’Irrémédiable”
In the Half-Burned Forest (Dans une forêt demie-brûlée) after the poem “Bohémiens
en voyage”
There, All is Perfection and Beauty, Luxury, Calm, and Delight (Là, tout n’est
qu’ordre et beauté, luxe, calme et volupté) after the poem “L’invitation au voyage”
Towards the Paradise of My Dreams (Vers le paradis de mes rêves) after the poem
“Le Vin des amants”

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Silver stated that these titles, ranging from specific to broadly descriptive and
experiential, hold personal meaning for her, and at the same time they represent an association
with particular images or ideas that emerge from the Baudelaire poems. It is the author’s intent to
examine connections such as these throughout the Six Preludes and to apply them to the analyses
as appropriate.
Review of Scholarly Literature
No scholarly literature currently exists on the music of Sheila Silver except for a short
article by Therese Ellsworth, author of Composers in Academia: Women Composers at American
Colleges and Universities. Ms. Silver is listed as one of the composers and the entry offers brief

15

Silver, E-mail interview by Aran Kim, Rochester Hills, Michigan, July 14, 2017.
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information on her major works, but the article provides neither the results of illuminating
research nor analyses.16
A recent interview conducted by Broadway World from February 2018 is available
online, which provides a detailed conversation with the composer about her life and
compositions.17 This interview includes discussion of her work but does not offer analytical or
scholarly viewpoints.
Noting the lack of scholarly work on Silver’s music, I contacted the composer directly
via email to request an interview to discuss her music with a narrower focus on the Six Preludes.
She corresponded with me through email and telephone interviews between 2016 to 2019 on
numerous occasions. Silver’s thoughtful insights in regard to personal biographical information,
literal and theoretical approaches to the composition, and her perceptions of Baudelaire’s poetry
have been foundational to this study.

16

Therese Ellsworth, “Composers in Academia: Women Composers at American Colleges and
Universities,” Contemporary Music Review 16 (1997): 1-2, 27-36.
“A Conversation With Composer Sheila Silver,” BWW Interview, accessed May 9, 2018,
https://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwclassical/article/BWW-Interview-A-Conversation-With-Composer-SheilaSilver-20180118.
17
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CHAPTER II: ANALYSIS

A. Prelude No. 1 The Sea at Cassis (La mer à Cassis)
after the poem “La Musique”

Poem: La Musique (The Music)18

In the notes that appear at the back of the score, Sheila Silver states that this first prelude
was inspired by Baudelaire’s poem, La Musique, in which the poet’s experience of listening to
music is likened to a sailboat carried by the wind on the sea.19

18

Charles Baudelaire, The Flowers of Evil, trans. William Aggeler (n.p.: Digireads.com Publishing, 2015),

76.
19

Sheila Silver, Six Preludes for Piano on Poems of Baudelaire (Maryland Heights, MO: Lauren Keiser
Music Publishing, 2012).

19
In correspondence regarding Prelude No. 1, Silver provided the following: “Yes, this is
water music, I was living at the water’s edge watching the waves for four months while I was
writing these preludes. Yes there is a storm, and yes the storm calms down, and yes trills have
something to do with water for me – but all rather vaguely.”20

Form & Analysis

Regarding the compositional forms used in the preludes, Silver specifically stated that
“one should think a lot about the Baudelaire poems because they informed, in most instances, the
form each prelude took...”21 The form of Baudelaire’s poem, La Musique, can be directly
correlated to the form Silver employs in her first prelude. Prelude No. 1 is written in ABA’ form
as follows. (Figure 1.1)
A

mm.1-24

B

mm.25-89

A’

mm.90-122

Figure 1.1. Formal Outline of Prelude No.1 The Sea at Cassis
In Baudelaire’s poem, La Musique, the narrative follows a three-part form where the
storm is framed by an opening and closing sense of tranquility. The first paragraph of the poem
can be aligned to the A section of Prelude No. 1, beginning with the opening lines, Music often
transports me like a sea! Toward my pale star. The A section introduces the suggestion of water
set in an atmosphere of tranquility and peacefulness. The first water motive, an ostinato bass
figure in the left hand, outlines a small wave through its melodic contour with notes spanning an

20

Sheila Silver, E-mail interview by Aran Kim, Tucson, Arizona, August 24, 2017.

21

Sheila Silver, E-mail interview by Aran Kim, Rochester Hills, Michigan, July 14, 2017.
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octave from C4 to C3. After two measures, the right-hand joins with triplet quarter notes, a
motive in augmentation that is derived from the opening. The combined effect suggests two
independent but interwoven streams of movement. The two juxtaposed waves move in contrary
motion with cross-rhythmic groupings to create an expanded sense of movement (Musical
Example 1.1).
Musical Example 1.1. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 1-4

Silver continues the dual rhythmic relationship throughout the opening section, which is
developed further through varied melodic patterns. The bass-note figure quickly descends to E2
suggesting growing waves and deeper waters as the sailboat is carried out to sea (See Musical
Example 1.2). The composer’s opening markings - sempre molto legato and always with pedal –
and the regular crescendo and decrescendo markings indicate the composer’s wish for a
pervasive texture of fluidity. Moreover, the opening motive with the combined pedal marking
and dynamic indication of pp introduces an immediate sense of the unreal as found in the poem’s
opening description of a sky covered in “fog and a vast ether”.

21
Musical Example 1.2. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 13-16

The B section of the first prelude encompasses the two middle paragraphs of the poem,
which begin with My chest thrust out and my lungs filled… and end with …The good wind and
the tempest with its convulsions. Silver employs an escalating rhythmic development in this
section as the storm produces “slopes of wave on wave." The constant note-value changes, the
use of chromaticism, and the extensive use of trills give the prelude’s B section a more turbulent
quality. For example, starting in measure 25, the change in note value sub-divisions, creates a
sense of emerging movement that builds into a contrary motion passage in measure 29. (See
Musical Example 1.3). The escalating tension is reinforced by the measure-long waves that begin
fp followed by a quick crescendo marking a new turbulence in contrast to the opening material
(Musical Examples 1.4).
Musical Example 1.3. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 24-26

22
Musical Example 1.4. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 29-31

The climax of the B section occurs between measures 75 to 88. Silver indicates a gradual
crescendo that reaches a final fortissimo and accelerated tempo by measure 82. The sense of
heightened motion and “passions” is furthered by other means. Silver combines the arpeggiated
figures in a mixture of contrary and parallel motion. Beginning in measure 75, she weaves an
irregular chromatic line into the RH, placing the ascending chromatic notes closer and closer
together in time as they approach the downbeat of measure 82 (See Musical Example 6). Once
the highest point of the chromatic line reaches Eb6 in measure 82, a complex rhythmic layering
occurs between the two voices created by a right hand with four rhythmic groupings of six notes
versus the LH with groups of eight-eight-eight notes. The larger hemiola effect and buildup of
pianistic resonance convey the turmoil of the storm at sea (Musical Example 1.5).
Musical Example 1.5. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 78-83
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To sustain the tension, Silver applies extensive use of trills in measures 84 to 97. The
high G# trill in the treble clef and the low A# trill in the bass clef create G#-A, A#-B, a
chromatic grouping of trills that is heard simultaneously. Lasting through the course of accented
off-beats of descending intervals, the trills are sustained through an augmented 5th (G# to C), to
a perfect 5th (C to F), and then to diminished 5ths (D to G#). Another set of combined trills
consisting of G#-A in the LH and B-C in the RH create a cluster version of the chromatic
dissonant trill motive. Silver’s markings of ff f, sffz and “rushing” add to the overall sense of
storm drawn from the third paragraph of the poem, I feel vibrating within me all the passions of
ships in distress; The good wind and the tempest with its convulsions. The word selections,
“vibrating” and “convulsions” can be strongly linked to this passage of trills and the way in
which Silver overlaps and combines their use (Musical Example 1.6).
Musical Example 1.6 Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 84-89

Through the poem’s transitional phrase, Over the vast gulf cradle me, The A’ section
presents a reimagining of the Prelude’s opening tranquility. By measure 89, the violent trills at
the end of the B section have been reduced to a single-note pp trill suggesting an easing of
tension and a point of stillness (See Musical Example 1.6). Emerging from the poem’s
transitional phrase, Over the vast gulf cradle me, the A’ section begins with a reimagining of the
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Prelude’s opening tranquility. The water ostinato figure returns but this time with an exchange of
register. (Musical Example 1.7).
Musical Example 1.7. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 98-101

The use of continuous upper voice trills with pp dynamics effectively captures the
gentleness of the waves and ‘dead calm’ atmosphere. The composer indicates let trill linger
slightly towards the final trill passages, and the closing measures cradle the listener in a quiet
‘despair’ with the gentle lapping of water (Musical Example 1.8).
Musical Example 1.8. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 1, mm. 118-122
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Prelude No. 2 The Pendulum Clock (La pendule)
after the poem “Rêve parisien”

Poem: Rêve parisien (Parisian Dream)22

22

103-104.

Charles Baudelaire, The Flowers of Evil, trans. William Aggeler (n.p.: Digireads.com Publishing, 2015),
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According to Silver, Prelude No. 2 was inspired by Baudelaire’s poem, Rêve parisien, in
which the poet describes his dream of a brilliant surreal city built of marble, metal and crystal.
As the clock strikes noon, he gradually awakens from his dream, peers around his tawdry garret
apartment, and reflects with disillusionment upon his life.23 The poem Rêve parisien consists of
two parts: while the first part of the poem is about the poet’s perfect dream, the second part is
anchored in reality.
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The first part of the poem is significantly longer, reflecting the poet’s deep fascination
with his dream world and his unwillingness to give it up. Images of an eerie and opulent
landscape dominate the first part of the poem and are carried across thirteen stanzas. The final
two stanzas, which constitute the entire second part of the poem, depict the poet’s awakening to
reality, a sharp reminder of the bleak world that remains for him.24
For Baudelaire, dreaming was important to his creative process; in one poem he stated
emphatically that he would give preference to living completely in a dream world over one in the
real world. He noted in his journal, “One must desire to dream and know how to dream. The
evocation of inspiration. A magic art. To begin writing immediately. I reason too much.”25
Form & Analysis
Silver incorporated both sections of the poem into the prelude with distinctive musical
characteristics that separate the form into A and B sections, Dream and Reality. To do so, she
employed chordal writing versus single note writing, pentatonic harmonic writing versus quartal
harmonic structures and continuous ostinato patterns versus use of rests to disrupt motion. A
short transition is present between the A and B sections, and a Coda of similar length concludes
the piece, revealing the form of the prelude as AB (Figure 2.1).
A

mm. 1-39

Transition

mm. 40-47

B

mm. 47-78

Coda

mm.79-85

Figure 2.1. Formal Outline of Prelude No. 2 The Pendulum Clock
24
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Silver noted that two compositional features contributed to the distinctive jubilant
atmosphere of the prelude’s opening: first, the G pentatonic tonality and secondly, the exchange
motion of hands across varied rhythms. The combination of lively repeated rhythmic patterns
and a pervasive pentatonic quality, at times flavored with an augmented fourth in the soprano
line, is heightened by Silver’s tempo marking Very fast with lightness and gaiety…for a while.
Throughout the A section, Silver effectively captures the delight and vibrancy of the aweinspiring landscape from Baudelaire’s dream (Musical Example 2.1).
Musical Example 2.1. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 2, mm. 1-5

Silver chose to capture the poem’s tolling of the clock directly by utilizing musical
phrases with twelve disruptive chords that are paced regularly throughout the prelude. In Part II
of the poem, Baudelaire is awakened: The clock with its death-like accent Was brutally striking
noon. Silver explained her interpretation of the twelve tolling chords, “They come more and
more into his consciousness”. The first interruption of Baudelaire’s enchanted dream appears in
measure 10. This initial chime is made up of a solid cluster of black keys marked sfz, the deathlike accent to which the poem refers. After the first chime is heard, the dream continues for
several more measures until the next chime occurs in measure 15. Silver repeats the alternation
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between repetitive motion and intruding chime chords six times throughout the A section
(Musical Example 2.2).
Musical Example 2.2. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 2, mm.10-15
1st Chime

2nd Chime

The chime chords gradually transform, as does the poet’s state, symbolic of his
movement from exhilarating dream to dismal waking reality.26 This transformation begins to
emerge in measure 40, where the transition introduces the seventh chime as the first chord to be
rolled, signifying the poet’s emerging state of consciousness. Here, Silver also begins to
introduce short rests into the overall pacing (Musical Example 2.3).
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Musical Example 2.3. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 2, mm. 38-46

In measure 47, the B section begins with the introduction of a single-note descending
figure. Throughout the section, Silver places emphasis on single note melodic lines that are built
predominantly on quartal harmonic structures. She uses intervallic sequences of P4ths and
Augmented 4ths with intermittent 2nds and 3rds to create a destabilizing harmonic effect. This
ambiguous tonality built on intervals of fourths stands in direct comparison to the pentatonic
quality of the A section, aligning with Baudelaire’s two distinct worlds of Dream and Reality
(Musical Example 2.4).
Musical Example 2.4. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 2, mm. 47-56
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This single note descending pattern moving from C#7 down to E4, and those that follow
correspond to the text of the opening of part two of the poem: Opening my eyes full of flames I
saw my miserable room And felt the cursed blade of care Sink deep into my heart again.
Silver also begins employing rests extensively in measure 47. The writing of continuous
sixteenths notes as found in the opening measures is now replaced by fragments and
interruptions created through not only the accented tolling chords but also the use of rests to
disrupt the momentum of single line melodic material. Silver also begins to introduce brief
fragments of the opening material, momentarily returning the listener to the dream state. As these
techniques continue in the section B, the poet’s confused and disjunct state becomes heightened
as his dream world slips away and his intolerable reality emerges (Musical Example 2.4).
The final two tolls of the chime expand the length and register of the intervals through
arpeggiation, marking the inevitability of reality. The final and longest chime is heard in measure
74, starting from the bass pitch Eb1 and ending on the treble F#5. Following the twelfth chime,
the longest descending passage in measures 75-76, built extensively on quartal intervals,
suggests a moment in the last stanza of the poem: The sky was pouring down its gloom .The final
note of this passage is B0; the lowest note of the prelude, and indicative of the poet’s lowest
moment of despair.27 (Musical Example 2.5)
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Musical Example 2.5. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 2, mm. 74-85

After the point of despair in measure 77 and a complete measure of silence in measure
78, a pp figure is heard in the piano’s upper register. The figure momentarily reminds the listener
of the Prelude’s opening one last time, and the joy of the landscape it depicted. Silver continues
to break down the opening motive into smaller fragments until only steadily repeated C#7s
remain, capturing the lethargy described in the poem through a static pitch as the fantastic dream
disappears (See Musical Example 2.5).
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Prelude No. 3 Descent into Hell (La Descente vers l’enfers)
after the poem “L’Irrémédiable”

Poem: L’Irrémédiable (Beyond Redemption)28

28

84-85.

Charles Baudelaire, The Flowers of Evil, trans. William Aggeler (n.p.: Digireads.com Publishing, 2015),
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The inspiration for Prelude No. 3, Descent into Hell (La descent vers l’enfer) derives
from two sources: Baudelaire’s poem L’Irrémédiable (Beyond Redemption) and a painting “The
Staircase with Trophies (1761)” by Giovanni Piranesi29. Silver noted that when she was
commissioned to compose a solo piano work for the art exhibit “Baudelaire’s Voyages, the poet
and his painters,” this painting particularly appealed to Silver and directly inspired her to
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Giovanni Battista Piranesi (1720-1778) was known for images of stairways, especially ones leading
downward into prisons.
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compose Prelude No.3.30 Although, Silver turned to specific poetic and visual art inspirations for
the composition of this prelude, she pointed out that her work leans toward the category of
abstract music rather than programmatic music. Of Prelude No. 3, she explained:
It surely is inspired by certain imageries of poetry; it is stairs, images of descending and
swirling. However, mostly it is feeling. The poetry helps me as a conceiver . . . as a
listener, if you heard the music but not the poetry, it (the prelude) would probably have a
similar effect.31

Form & Analysis

The form of Prelude No. 3 is best understood through the use of motivic and rhythmic
development, specifically as found in the increase in numbered note groupings bracketed in the
bass clef. By following the path of this rhythmic development, a formal outline of ABC with a
coda is revealed (Figure 3.1).
A

mm. 1-25

B

mm. 26-54

C
Coda

mm. 55-60
mm. 60-74

Figure 3.1. Formal Outline of Prelude No. 3 Descent into Hell
Silver noted that in the two-part poem, the poet describes a descent into hell down a long
spiraling staircase with goblins and creatures at every turn.32 Comparably, Piranesi’s painting
“The Staircase with Trophies” follows a similar concept. Art historian, Jeffrey Coven stated that
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although there is no specific mention of Piranesi in Baudelaire’s writings, the influence is direct
and distinct.33 This is further illuminated by Georges Poulet in his book Baudelaire: The Artist
and His World, where he notes, “The itinerary followed by the damned in Baudelaire’s writings
is essentially Piranesian…Piranesi’s world and Baudelaire’s world are alike. Each throws light
on the other so much so that the latter comes to seem like a verbal commentary on the former.”34
Coven’s own description of the painting suggests a two-fold meaning:

With their torture racks and smoking fires, they could be as easily taken for portraits of
Hell or the unconscious mind as for Roman jails. They are the visual equivalent, if not the
source, for the picture Baudelaire drew in his poem L’Irrémédiable, where he symbolizes
the voyage through life as a descent on a treacherous stairway, “A damned soul
descending endless stairs Without banisters, without light, On the edge of a gulf of which
The odor reveals the humid depth.”35

The parallels between the worlds of Piranesi and Baudelaire have been clearly drawn by
art historians. Belgian literacy critic, Georges Poulet, stated that “Each throws light on the other
so much so that the latter comes to seem like a verbal commentary on the former.” An initial
comparison of Piranesi’s painting and the first page of Prelude No.3 reveals a remarkable visual
similarity. Piranesi’s dizzying staircase placements combined with bridge-like structures are
visible in Silver’s waves of descending four-note motives that overlap obsessively in the
prelude’s opening (mm. 1-20). The recurring descending motives of four and five-note groupings
also serve as a connection between Silver’s score and Baudelaire’s poem, fifth stanza, A damned
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soul descending endless stairs Without banisters, without light. The shifting accents and
downbeats across persistent repetitions contribute to the vertiginous experience (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. Giovanni Piranesi, The Staircase with Trophies, 1761
Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 1-20

While continuous descending motives serve as the vivid image of stairs, several musical
devices set a dark and unsettled atmosphere for the opening of Prelude No.3, including Silver’s
marking of Fast and violent and the persistent impression of irregular rhythms. Beyond the time
signature of 7/16 for the opening measures, Silver uses a wide array of varying time signatures
while maintaining a consistency for the sixteenth-note values. The RH often signals the new time
signature with accented downbeats. Against these brief moments of clarity, Silver uses the LH
writing to obscure the beats with irregularly placed B-flat octaves and combinations of four and
five-note descending groups that seldom align with the RH emphasis. The swirls of rhythmic
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inconsistency capture not only the chaotic images of Piranesi’s staircases but also introduce the
scene of mortal struggle through the imagery found in Baudelaire’s poem . . . the depths of a vast
nightmare, struggling with mortal agony, a gigantic whirlpool That sings constantly like
madmen And pirouettes in the darkness, a damned soul descending endless stairs (Musical
Example 3.1).
Musical Example 3.1. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 1-14

Augmented 4th intervals are found throughout Prelude No. 3, permeating the work with a
foreboding harmonic quality. For instance, the first of these intervals occurs in measure 1,
between the downbeats of each four-note motive; the treble clef F with bass clef B create a
tritone that continues for three measures. (Musical Example 3.2).
Musical Example 3.2. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 1-5
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While the A section sets the poem’s scene with images of staircases descending into Hell,
four measures of transition beginning in measure 22 create a sense of heightened intensity
through shifts of four- and five-note descending motives. These eventually settle into bass clef
five-note motives in measure 26, marking the start of the B section (Musical Example 3.3).
Musical Example 3.3. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 21-26

Silver noted that despite its theme, the poem also conveys a sense of playfulness.36 The
poem’s sixth stanza offers a detailed image, Where slimy monsters are watching, whose eyes,
wide and phosphorescent, make the darkness darker still and make visible naught but
themselves. Silver captures this playfulness in the B section of Prelude No. 3 where she
introduces new melodic material in the treble clef in the form of octave passages. Suddenly, the
texture shifts to quick high-register sixteenth-note figures followed by a B-flat quarter-note
triplet and a subsequent figure that is to be repeated as many times as possible. These RH
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quixotic passages in section B evoke the spirit of the goblins jeering and joking as the mortal
continues along the endless staircase. (Musical Example 3.4).
Musical Example 3.4. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 27-32

In measures 51 to 54, the sffz dynamic markings and persistent accents in the treble clef
convey heightened tension. The change of rhythmic pattern from a five-note to six-note motive
marks the arrival of section C (Musical Example 3.5).
Musical Example 3.5. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 53-55
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The intensity is heightened in the coda section from measure 61, where the note values in
the bass not only change from sixteenth to thirty-seconds, but the six-note motive transforms into
an eight-note motive, further accelerating the rhythmic momentum. This passage demonstrates
dense textural writing for the piano with elaborate and dizzying passages in ff dynamics,
accompanied by trills in the treble clef with accented descending octave passages throughout.
(Musical Example 3.6).
Musical Example 3.6. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 61-63

Somewhat contradictory to her earlier comment regarding her music as nonprogrammatic, Silver remarked that at the end of the prelude comes the “Judgment:” “The whole
point is judgment. . . since the image involves a descent into Hell, and I would presume that the
concept of judgment is drawn from the Christian concept.”37
The rit…slightly slower marking into measure 63 announces the judgment with a massive
fff E octave in the bass clef. The treble clef rattles with a new octave passage, no longer in
descending motion, as each new pronouncement is introduced by the repeating bass octave E
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(Musical Example 3.7). Silver described the judgment section as one that might best be
interpreted through a sardonic lens.
Musical Example 3.7. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 63-69

The final stanza of the poem declares: A hellish, ironic beacon, Torch of satanical
blessings, Sole glory and only solace-The consciousness of doing evil. Suddenly, the musical
chaos is reduced to a repeated CBAG# pattern with pp dynamics in measure 70. Both clefs
contribute recurring descending patterns gradually growing in dynamic, and the last four
sixteenth octave figure in the bass clef concludes the piece in a fast, ferocious manner. (Musical
Example 3.8).
Musical Example 3.8. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 70-74
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Prelude No. 4 In the Half-Burned Forest (Dans une forêt demie-brûlée)
after the poem “Bohémiens en voyage”

Poem: Bohémiens en voyage (Gypsies Traveling)38

In notable ways, Prelude No. 4 takes a different path from the other preludes. This is the
only prelude in which Silver employs twelve-tone technique, which will be the main analytical
focus in this chapter. Twelve-tone music is based on a serial ordering of all twelve chromatic
pitches. The series or row of twelve pitches, where form is uniquely determined for each
composition, serves as the referential basis for all pitch events in the composition.39 Silver
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explained that she chose to adopt a “looser”, less methodical approach to the tone row for this
prelude.40
At the time that Silver became inspired by the poetry of Baudelaire, she found equal
inspiration in her surrounding scenery while living in France. By coincidence, her interpretation
of the poem intersected directly with her personal experiences walking through a charred forest.
She described the experience:
When I got to France, I just started reading poetry . . . and going on walks, one of which
was in a landscape that had just suffered a terrible forest fire. But nevertheless, green
shoots had started appearing everywhere. I sometimes found poems that had a parallel
inspiration as the landscape I was experiencing.41
Silver further explained that in the Baudelaire poem, Bohémiens en voyage, one of the
central themes is focused on a nomadic tribe traversing the desert. Since Prelude No. 4 relies on
a particular compositional device combined with thematic features of Baudelaire’s poem and the
composer’s personal experiences drawn from nature, the analysis will primarily consist of
exploring the tone row and drawing connections to the poetic segments through the correlation of
poem and Silver’s personal experiences within her natural surroundings.
Tone Row & Analysis
The poem begins The prophetical tribe, that ardent eyed people, set out last night
carrying their children on their backs. Although the title makes reference to gypsies, Silver, as
well as many critics, believe that the title stands as a metaphor for the biblical scene of the Jews
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wandering in the desert.42 She explained that she was guided by the image of Jews wandering
and disconnected from society”43 In the opening five measures of the prelude, she establishes a
parallel aural image through a series of repeated clustered chords, which effectively convey the
steady trudging of footsteps through a nighttime desert landscape.44 It also captures the bleakness
of the half-burned forest encountered by Silver herself. The composer’s markings of pp, an
extremely slow tempo indication and the character description, “Dark and austere” effectively set
the initial mood as well (Musical Example 4.1).
Musical Example 4.1. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 1-8

The first tone row is presented as Prime-0 [P-0] in the first two chords in measure 1. P-0
begins from the bottom note of D2 and continues upward through the stacking of pitches to B5 in
treble clef. Silver’s descriptor of “loose” is apparent from the beginning as the two opening halfnote chords complete on P0-10, followed by P0-11, the single-note F#1 in the bass. The opening
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three measures appear without a complete tone row. P0-12 then finally appears as the highest
pitch of the opening - Eb6 in measure 3 (Musical Example 4.2).
Musical Example 4.2. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 1-3

According to the given prime form, P-0 [D-A-Db-F-G-C-G#-A#-E-B-F#-Eb], a twelve-tone
matrix is generated. (Figure 4.1)

Figure 4.1. Twelve-Tone Matrix45 of Prelude No. 4 In the Half-Burned Forest

45
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The first complete horizontal tone row is presented beginning in measure 19 with P-10
twice, immediately followed by P-6, also twice. P-10 begins the series with eighth-notes,
creating a new forward momentum in contrast to the opening section. The contrasting section
announces the first sign of hope for the wanderers as a quiet flowing motion takes over and the
bleakness of the desert begins to recede46 (Musical Example 4.3).
Musical Example 4.3. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 17-24
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In measure 20, P-6 ends in P6-11rendering the pitch-class incomplete. The new row I-1
then establishes another new pattern. The composer introduces a quintuplet made up of Eb-AbE-C-Bb, the beginning of I-1, which functions as an ostinato. The remaining pitch-class numbers
are presented in the bass clef and appear in two block chords: F-A-G and C#-F#-B in mixed
order. The final pitch, I1-12, appears in measure 24 as D6 in the treble clef. (See Musical
Example 4.3)
With the flowing eighth-note horizontal row (mm.19) as a sign of hope for the desert
wanderers, Silver gradually transitions toward a more tonal language by surprisingly landing in
C major as suggested through a C-F-G RH arpeggiated pattern begun in measure 34 and
continuing until measure 50 (See Musical Example 4.4).
Throughout the C-F-G patterns in the RH, the composer juxtaposes chords and single
notes in the bass clef against the C major pedal tonality; in the bass clef, tonalities of E minor in
measure 38, and D major in measure 42 and 43 add colorful bitonal function to the C major
ostinato. However, Silver is simultaneously manipulating tone-rows through these harmonic
progressions. She described her compositional process in this passage as an “improvised”
approach to manipulating groups of notes from identified tone rows.47 Notably, P-0 begins in
measure 34 and I-4 follows with a similar approach. (Musical Example 4.4).
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Musical Example 4.4. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 34-50

The C-F-G pattern suddenly expands into open chordal harmony implementing only six
pitches from the tone row towards measure 73, where Silver employs the full tone row except for
one pitch, Bb, which appears as a whole note in the opening chord of measure 74 (Musical
Example 4.5).
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Musical Example 4.5. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 69-77

From this point, the entire pitch-class is implemented in a mixed order as Silver builds
the chordal passages. The climax at measure 79 is marked by the composer’s expansion of the
grand staff into four staves, grounding the bass in full sffz chords in both hands and sustaining
the chords while filling in the middle two staves with chordal and repeated motives. It is
important to note that Silver skillfully composes this broadening section through employing only
the twelve pitch-class from the Prime-0 presented at the opening of the prelude (Musical
Example 4.6).
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Musical Example 4.6. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 78-81

Silver has built the passage from a simple C Major figure in measure 34 to the sonorous
orchestral arrival in measure 79, a reference to the poem’s growing song. Moreover, this is the
grounding evocation of the half-burned forest now transformed to full bloom. The enhanced
sonorities and textures capture Baudelaire’s increasing verdure as offered by the goddess,
Cybele. The prelude’s bleak opening representation of the tribal flight through the desert
landscape has now been replaced by streams of water and a blossoming forest “as if by magic.”
Silver further explained that the half-burned forest had become her “experiential metaphor for
Baudelaire’s desert.”48
The expansive four staves of the open chordal section continue for 10 measures from
measure 79, sustaining the full twelve-tone row except for the missing one pitch-class, D. The
chordal writing shrinks to two oscillating notes, A4 and C5 in measure 89 as if everything was a
dream. The A-C pedal point pivots into another tone row, R1-11 (Musical Example 4.7).
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Musical Example 4.7. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 86-94

Silver returns to the quintuplet section of the opening, using row I-8 beginning in
measure 96. A quintuplet pattern Bb-Eb-B-G-F repeats as an ostinato, and two block chords C-ED and G#-C#-F# make up the rest of the pitch-class with the single note A4 in measure 99. The
ending concludes in a manner similar to the opening block chord treatment. The surprise of C
minor in measure 104 against the subtle F#1-G#1 repeated pattern in the bass gives a final sense
of closure. The last line of the poem, The familiar domain of the future’s darkness, and the
ending of Prelude No. 4 align in a sense of resignation (Musical Example 4.8).
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Musical Example 4.8. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 4, mm. 95-106
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Prelude No. 5 There, All is Perfection and Beauty, Luxury, Calm, and
Delights (Là, tout n’est qu’ordre et beauté, luxe, calme et volupté)
after the poem “L’invitation au voyage”

Poem: L’invitation au voyage (Invitation to the Voyage)49

49
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Silver stated in her program notes that Prelude No. 5 is based upon the refrain from one
of Baudelaire’s most famous poems, “L’invitation au voyage” (Invitation to the Voyage). She
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specified that: “The refrain reflects the poet’s dream of escaping to an exotic tropical island
where all is bliss and perfection.”50
Prelude No. 5 is based solely on the poem’s refrain, “There, All is Perfection and Beauty,
Luxury, Calm, and Delights.” Silver’s inspiration was derived from the belief that there is beauty
in order and that is what she was sure Baudelaire meant in writing the poem. However, as an
affirmation of the poet’s longing for perfection and beauty, it is best understood within the
context of the entire poem. The poem is divided into three stanzas, each presenting a descriptive
and dream-like scenario and alternating with the well-known refrain.
For example, in the first stanza, Baudelaire entices his mistress to journey with him to a
land that he claims she resembles in both spirit and appearance. The imagery serves as a guide to
the similarities. The poet is charmed by the misty sunlight of those cloudy skies and sees in his
mistress the metaphorical comparison to her treacherous eyes, shining brightly through their
tears. Coven noted that Baudelaire had a fascination with skies that was often reflected in his
poetry, “. . . probably because they seemed to him at once comforting and frightening, an
amorphous representation of the duality and ambiguity of his own state of being.” The expanse
of turbulent, cloudy sky suffused with light from misty suns powerfully connects the reader to
the poet’s mistress and to the land that he is dreaming about. The poem closes with the refrain
“Là, tout n’est qu’ordre et beauté, luxe, calme et volupté”, an affirmation of the poet’s longing
for perfection and beauty.
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Form & Analysis
Silver claimed that this prelude is better understood as a theme with one variation. Silver
explained that the B section uses motives from the A section and that it is not contrasting, but
rather an expansion of the theme.51
Theme

mm.1-16

Variation

mm.17-44

Figure 5.1. Formal Outline of Prelude No. 5 There, All is Perfection and Beauty, Luxury, Calm,
and Delights
Silver also explained that because the other five preludes were complex, she purposefully
chose to give Prelude No. 5 a simplicity and overall sense of reverie. Baudelaire’s poem
provided the inspiration for the affects that informed the compositional writing. 52
The melodic line of the theme is notable for its sense of ordered phrases and repose.
Aiming for simplicity, Silver used rhythmic groupings to create balanced phrases that would
match the simplicity of Baudelaire’s refrain. It is noteworthy that the text of the poem’s refrain
aligns directly with the prelude’s opening rhythmic figures, each of which is repeated four times
in the span of sixteen measures (See Musical Example 5.1). The range of the melodic line
throughout the theme remains narrow and does not travel outside the interval of a 6th, lending a
speech quality to the lyricism. Each two-measure phrase ends with a half note that is directly
aligned with the syllable “te”, possibly suggesting a pause at the end of a breath.
The overall effect is one of order and calm. After all, Prelude No. 5 is considered the
simplest and most direct of the Six Preludes by Silver. In discussions about this prelude and it’s
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opening theme, she spoke of the great difficulty in writing simple music, adding that to achieve
this goal “is the hardest thing in the world.”53
Musical Example 5.1. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 5, mm. 1-12

Throughout the entire theme section, Silver employs open intervals, restricting the
writing to intervals of P4, P5, and P8. From measure 1, the melody in RH is set in octaves with a
P5 pedal tone in the LH, which serves as a drone bass. Beginning in measure 9, the hands
exchange their roles as the P5 is presented in the RH and P8 in the LH. In measure 9, the P8 bass
chord is divided into P5 for the two lower notes, and P4 in the upper two notes, resulting in a P8
structure for the duration of the bass chord pedal tones from measures 9 to 23 (See Musical
Example 5,2). Thus, the Theme section consists only of perfect intervals. The open textural
quality sought by the composer is also enhanced through her use of wide spacings across
registers. The pervasive open intervals and the use of chordal pedal tones in the deeper more
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resonant bass registers contribute significantly to the sense of calm, order and beauty as found in
the poet’s refrain (Musical Example 5.2).
Musical Example 5.2. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 5, mm. 1-12

Beauty through order is also revealed in Silver’s use of time signatures. Within the theme
section of the prelude, measures 1-16, four patterns of time signatures are repeated four times. In
measures 1-4, Silver employs a sequence of time signatures - 4/4-2/4-3/4-2/4 – that is repeated
four times until the variation begins in measure 17. (Musical Example 5.2 and 5.3).
From the planned structure and use of perfect intervals in the theme, Silver now turns to
more elaborate harmonies and gestures between the hands in the variation. P8 and P5 theme
melodies narrow to a unison melody, and this single line alternates between the top and bottom
staves continuing as a conversational manner. A notable change in this variation is the addition
of the recurring motivic development in the middle staff. The spinning ostinato here is
reminiscent of Prelude No. 1’s bass ostinato. With this added layer, three independent lines of
texture and color broaden the simple melody into a sophisticated overall structure, which bring
forward the ideas of beauty and luxury (Musical Example 5.3 and 5.4).
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Musical Example 5.3. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 5, mm. 13-23

Musical Example 5.4. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 5, mm. 30-34
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Prelude No. 6 Toward the Paradise of My Dreams (Vers le paradis de mes rêves)
after the poem “Le Vin des amants”

Poem: Le Vin des amants (The Wine of Lovers)54

Silver noted that Prelude No. 6 invites the reader to join in a drunken flight of escape, to
lose one’s sorrows in wine and soar the heavens on winged horses, leaving all cares and troubles
behind.55 In interviews, she further described her understanding of the poem: “The poem is full
of despair, it’s not a celebration.” She believed that Baudelaire’s known addiction to opium may
have been partially at the root of this poem and likened it to “… a dark kind of losing yourself.”56
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Form & Analysis
In ways similar to Prelude No. 1, the structure of the piece aligns to the form of the poem.
Regarding the structural similarities, Silver noted, “I was most literal with this one . . . the shape
of the poem is more parallel in totality.”57
The totality to which she refers is likely reference to the four structural sections that make
up both the poem and Prelude No. 6. Silver rearranges this order with sections A and B with a
transition placed between two sections and a Coda. (Figure 6.1)
A
Transition
B
Coda

mm.1-43
mm.44-48
mm.49-72
mm.73-78

Figure 6.1. Formal outline of Prelude No. 6, Toward the Paradise of My Dreams
Baudelaire’s poem begins with a sense of urgency as he invites the reader to join him in a
journey of escape. He writes, Today space is magnificent! Without bridle or bit or spurs, Let us
ride away on wine, To a divine, fairy-like heaven! Prelude No. 6 reveals a similar distinctive
character with running, unbridled passages in the bass clef and irregular and jagged melodies in
the upper voice. In the opening measures, Silver writes continuous LH quintuplet groupings of
sixteenth-notes. The figures move forward in a ‘very fast and relentless’ zig-zag motion. Most
of the quintuplet groupings begin with a P5 interval followed by alternating 3rds and chromatic
scale fragments.
The independent RH and LH lines and the coordination of hands is off-balance from the
beginning, as if to create the sense of drunken delirium within the two-measure phrases. The use
of an ongoing short-long rhythmic motive in the treble clef creates a lopsided effect for the
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listener. In measure 1, Silver aligns the RH with each first and third LH 16th note, creating a
short-long [S-L] rhythmic division across the five sixteenth-note groups. The short-long figure is
at the core of the opening pattern: S-L-S-L-S-L-S-S. In measures 3 and 4, the pattern is preserved
but with a slight variation in the RH in measure 4. In measures 5 and 6, Silver develops further
with another variation of the short-long pattern in measure 6: S-L-S-L-S-L-L-S (Musical
Example 6.1).
Musical Example 6.1. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 1-7

An added dynamic tension of the rhythmic groupings between the hands is at work in the
opening two measures and appears inconsistently throughout section A. While the top line
octaves are grouped clearly in 16th note values of 2,3,2,3,2,3,2,2, the accompanying bass line of
16th notes outlines a different arrangement: 3,3,2,3,2,3,3. Silver reverses this juxtaposition later
in measure 18, which is revealed through RH octaves that define the opposing rhythmic groups.
These two examples show the complete rhythmic independence between the two voices and the
imbalance of the lines. These rhythmic misalignments, inconsistently placed, contribute to the
“drunken” quality of the journey, sometimes chaotic and sometimes spontaneous as the two
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figures rush away from the torture and delirium toward their winged journey (Musical Example
6.2 and 6.3).
Musical Example 6.2. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 1-3

Musical Example 6.3. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 17-19

The composer’s own description of the prelude’s wild and irregular galloping quality
with a predominantly chromatic language is best demonstrated in section A’s continued
development. The pursuit of flight continues with an expansive use of octave chromatic scales
between the hands occurring between measures 27 and 38. The combination of both hands
playing either aligned or off-beat patterns in contrary motion supports the image of the second
stanza of the poem: Like two angels who are tortured, by a relentless delirium. (Musical
Examples 6.4).
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Musical Example 6.4. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 27-32

The second stanza of the poem ends with Let us follow the far mirage through the crystal
blue of the morning, a line of transition that moves the journey from darkness into clarity.
Accordingly, the transition to the B section of the prelude aligns with the verse, introducing a
sudden shift in measure 44. Single line repeated passages in the treble clef take over from the
dense and complex writing found throughout section A. The accented repeated E5s in the midst
of the RH figurations herald the transforming scenery of the B section to come. (Musical
Example 6.5).
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Musical Example 6.5. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 42-48

The third stanza of the poem is reflected in the B section of the prelude. This is
Baudelaire’s dream, referenced at the beginning of the poem, To a divine, fairy-like heaven.
Inspired by the text, Gently balanced upon the wings of the intelligent whirlwind…, Silver aptly
shapes the bass clef phrases to depict the transformation. The balanced contours of the up and
down motion create an audible movement of the soaring whirlwind described by the composer in
her program note as the moment when the two angels take flight and soar the heavens on winged
horses, leaving all cares and troubles behind.58 The character marking in Silver’s score “Soaring
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gracefully” supports the gentle whirlwind figure in the bass clef with mp and p dynamics for the
entire 21 measures with the exception of the last four measures marked poco a poco cresc.
(Musical Example 6.6)
Musical Example 6.6. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 49-52

It is important to note that the melodic line octave passage of the right hand from
measures 49 through 69 is directly taken from the opening of the A section. Silver has skillfully
transformed this last statement of the theme, moving it from the darkness of the opening journey
into the new paradisiacal dream-state through augmentation and the juxtaposition of theme with
a continuous swirling of the LH figuration (See Musical Example 6.6).
The B section lasts until measure 73, when the coda arrives to represent the final stanza
of the poem, My sister, floating side by side, We’ll flee without ever stopping to the paradise of
my dream! This stanza suggests the desires of Baudelaire who wishes to remain forever in his
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paradise. For the coda beginning in m.73, the left hand parallels the melodic pattern of the right
hand moving in 6ths, exemplifying My sister, floating side by side. (Musical Example 6.7).
Musical Example 6.7. Silver, Six Preludes, No. 6, mm. 70-78

Silver also creates a continuity effect through use of intervals of rests between the hands,
and finally through the tie at the last measure. These aspects combined with a pedal indication
serve to sustain the sound as the poet longs for the dream to continue. Nevertheless, these final
measures also show a process of unpredictable fragmentation. There is no notion of resolution to
this Prelude claims Silver, as the last six measures reveal the ending collapsing in on itself.59
(See Musical Example 6.7).
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CHAPTER III: CONCLUSION
Sheila Silver’s Six Preludes for Piano on Poems of Baudelaire was completed in 1991,
the result of a commission for an art exhibit titled “Baudelaire’s Voyages, the poet and his
painters” organized by the Heckscher Museum in New York. Following periods of time living
and studying in France, initially as a student of the language and then as a composition student,
Silver returned to compose the Six Preludes. She described the experience:
I was back in France in the autumn of 1989, living in Cassis along the Mediterranean Sea,
a newly-wed, in a gorgeous little house, in-residence at the Camargo Foundation. I had
my Baudelaire edition with me, and the music just poured out. I sketched several of the
preludes in a couple of days – and then spent weeks and months perfecting them.60
Silver expressed great fondness for these preludes, stating that when reviewing her body
of work, some pieces stand out as clearly better than others. She stated that her Six Preludes,
largely inspired by the poetry of Baudelaire, endure as some of the very best pieces she has
written.61
This study presents an analysis for each of the preludes. The analyses include
identification of the preludes’ forms and the devices used by the composer to create a musically
adept evocation of Baudelaire’s poetry. Throughout the analyses, the poems have served as the
primary extra-musical inspiration. Secondary inspiration has been drawn from the painting of
Piranesi (Prelude No. 3) and the natural landscapes experienced by Silver while living in France
(Preludes Nos. 1 and 4). Each of the six Baudelaire poems selected by the composer support the
compositional writing in a myriad of creative ways. As demonstrated throughout this study,
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Silver’s skillful use of form, melodic and harmonic language, texture, rhythmic treatments, and
her use of twelve-tone technique evoke Baudelaire’s selected poems in a compelling manner,
opening the door to a deeper understanding of the prelude and its relationship to the poetry.
Composers have long been fascinated by literature as sources of inspiration for their
music; some examples from the solo piano repertoire include Franz Liszt’s Tre Sonetti di
Petrarca and Apres une lecture du Dante: Fantasia quasi Sonata and Maurice Ravel’s Jeux
d’eau and Gaspard de la nuit. It is not surprising that composers would be drawn to literature
from their own or foreign cultures when seeking out inspiration for their work.
Similarly, Silver’s immersion into Baudelaire’s world of poetry and the resulting
influence on her preludes has created strong connections between literature and music. For
Silver, these connections are sometimes evident in the chosen forms, but more pervasively they
are found in the ways that her music suggests atmosphere, narrative, emotion and movement.
Although Silver’s Six Preludes contains some programmatic elements, the work falls
solidly under the label of abstract music. The composer believes that while the poetry and extramusical influences were essential at the compositional stage, it would be possible for Six
Preludes to have a similar effect on the listener if heard without knowledge of the outside
inspirations. Nevertheless, as a performer and scholar who has analyzed the close connections
between poetry, painting, place and music across the Six Preludes, it is hard to imagine that a
pianist who performs the work without knowledge of these influences would be able to achieve a
full and comprehensive interpretation. In particular, awareness of the poetry’s connections to the
musical score not only elevates understanding of the Six Preludes, but effectively enriches the
interpretive experience for the performer. While the interpretation and pianistic approaches can
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and should vary among performers, understanding the poetry and its compositional impact
throughout Silver’s preludes will significantly affect the interpretation of the work.
For example, the opening of the poem on which Prelude No. 1 is based describes the
tranquil atmosphere of the sea as the journey begins. The opening calm of the poem and musical
score builds gradually into storms throughout the B section. Much like Ravel’s approach to
symbolizing water and specifically the movement of water through varied piano figurations,
Silver similarly captures the imagery through a myriad of arpeggiated textures, colorful use of
registers and the careful pacing of buildups to climatic moments. With an understanding of the
imagery and narrative of this poem, a performer would be better able to make nuanced
interpretive decisions concerning arm weight, finger articulation and voicing and timing
decisions among others.
The poetry of Prelude No. 2 references the regular tolling of a clock. Given the
interruptive striking of the clock in Silver’s score, pianists should ensure that the 12 chords are
treated similarly as they consider the growing accented quality that Silver embeds into these
moments. Pianists will need to apply quick, incisive attacks, using firm fingers and a deep touch
while gauging the pace of the growing accents and embellished chords.
Another example occurs in Prelude No. 3, Descent into Hell, where the overlapping
descending motives are central to the composition. Pianists who are aware of the compositional
inspirations - Baudelaire’s nightmarish poem and Piranesi’s painting with its collection of
dizzying staircases and bridges leading downward into hell - will be better positioned to interpret
Silver’s score. Her use of descending motives, tritones, and increased rhythmic groupings
artfully set the desperate atmosphere. This movement is virtuosic in its technical demands and it
is important that pianists master the expanding challenges found in the prelude. The chaotic
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nature of the prelude must be ever-present, however, and an interpretation that is overly polished
or smoothed over will miss the emotional desperation that serves as the core.
My research brings attention to Silver’s Six Preludes for Piano on Poems of Baudelaire
and her compositional techniques, contributing to the scholarship on contemporary piano
literature in general and providing insight for performers, composers and scholars with specific
interest in Silver and her compositions. I hope that my study promotes further research on Silver
and her works, and that her compositions may assume a prominent place in the standard
repertory.
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